
As an Analyst in Technology, Strategy and Transformation (TS&T), you 
will be part of client facing engagements, helping to create initial 
drafts of deliverables and working behind the scenes to ensure that 
the client needs are met.
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Job summary

• Help clients solve complex problems

• Work with teams to deliver projects that make a real difference 
to the clients and their people

• Support organisations with the delivery of complex 
or transformational change programs

• Act in a business analyst role and be a key link between the 
client and our developers

Responsibilities

We help organisations develop the strategies and implement the 
systems that build business value and drive performance. From 
system replacement to IT transformation and implementing more 
efficient development processes, our people bring deep knowledge 
and experience to complex challenges.

TS&T works with leading solutions providers to guide organisations 
along the implementation lifecycle, from setting strategy and design 
to deployment and optimisation, including solutions for specific 
functions such as IT, finance and supply chain.
Important relationships in our teams are the ones with your buddy, 
coach and project leads.
The TS&T  Team is led by Kerry Williams (Auckland), and she is 
supported by the following partners from around the country: Matt 
Dalton (Auckland), Katie Reid (Auckland), Jeff Brandt (Wellington), 
Steve Law (Christchurch) and Harald Heimensen (Christchurch).

How Technology Strategy & Transformation (TS&T)  Works

• An initial 90-day induction plan to learn about 
the business and clients, along with ongoing support and 
mentorship

• Personalised Buddy and Coach to show you 
the ropes and guide your career

• Deloitte pay for ongoing education/study days

How we invest in you

Technology Strategy & 
Transformation

Consulting –

Project overview

Early Stages

Completion

Attending initial client meetings and capturing key points 

and actions. Work collaboratively on client projects and 
communicate with clients to keep them informed of 

progress and key stages of the project.

Competencies

Communication Collaboration Prioritisation

Organisation Client facing

Social media

Progression

Experience

Any part-time experience or volunteer work where you 
have dealt with people (for example customer service 

or hospitality) would set you up well for a graduate role 
with us. Any experience public speaking is also a bonus.

Education and 
Certifications

Currently studying Bachelor of Commerce at university 
majoring in Human 

Resource, business/organisation behaviour with a 
technology edge.

Technical 
Capabilities

Able to conduct research and analyse sets of data to draw 
conclusions. Can identify business problems and think 

critically to solve them. Capable of multitasking and 
working with a variety of stakeholders.

Behavioural 
Anchors

Demonstrates integrity and an awareness of strengths, 
differences, and personal impact. Able to understand 

expectations and have a commitment to personal learning 
and development.

Contact – Early Careers Team

Madi Barnett
Early Careers Senior 
Advisor

mabarnett@deloitte.co.nz

Matthew Baskett
Early Careers Coordinator
mbaskett@deloitte.co.nz

Instagram Careers site Podcast

During

Clients are a key focus for us, so in this stage you'll 
most likely be on client site, helping to prepare and 
distribute various pieces of information and keep the wider 
project team aware of progress and any potential risks 
and  issues.

Different projects go through different phases, so 
upon completion we may enter a new phase of the same 
project or start a completely new project. "Go live" is a key 
stage towards the end of any project. That looks like 
inputting technology, and depending on the needs of the 
client, we will also offer support to help troubleshoot over 
the short term.
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